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Abstract 15 

 16 

Understanding the responses of soil organic carbon to an increase in global temperature is 17 

crucial to estimate potential feedbacks on global warming. In such a context, Rock-Eval 18 

pyrolysis has been recently proposed as a screening tool to investigate soil organic matter 19 

(SOM) chemistry and vulnerability. In order to test the validity of Rock-Eval as an indicator 20 

of SOM chemistry and of OM transformations, we compared classical Rock-Eval-derived 21 

parameters (Total Organic Carbon - TOC, Hydrogen Index - HI and Oxygen Index - OI) to 22 

Fourier infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measured on peat sampled in two contrasted moisture 23 

conditions. The raise of TOC in the peat record depicted OM enrichment in aromatic moieties 24 

and lipids, whereas HI and OI, respectively, depicted the decomposition of carbohydrates and 25 

decarboxylation during early decay processes. Thought to be complementary to the classical 26 



 

parameters, other indicators based on the pyrolysis curve (S2) gave redundant or 27 

contradictory results. As an example, SOM cracking around 450°C (namely the F3 28 

component) was linked with carboxylic acids only in the dryer site. In the wetter one, no 29 

correlation was found between the F3 component and any FTIR absorption bands. This study 30 

underlined the current limitations of deconvolution-derived parameters for the 31 

characterization of the biochemistry of OM. Finally, our work suggested that the routine use 32 

of Rock-Eval pyrolysis must be always associated with another characterization tool of OM, 33 

as FTIR, to avoid misunderstanding. 34 

 35 

1. Introduction 36 

 37 

The rise of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere and the consequential increase of 38 

the Earth surface temperature is still a topic of debate (IPCC, 2007; Otto et al., 2013). Some 39 

large uncertainties remain in current projections of future climate as to the response of soil 40 

organic carbon (SOC) decomposition. Increased CO2 emission through accelerated SOC 41 

mineralization may act as a strong positive feedback to global warming (Davidson and 42 

Janssens, 2006). Among soil ecosystems, peatlands retain a specific attention since they 43 

contain about 455 Gt of carbon, the equivalent of 30% of the global SOC stock (Gorham, 44 

1991). Currently, its peculiar environmental conditions (water acidity, low temperature and 45 

anoxia) favor primary production rather than mineralization by microbial activities (Clymo, 46 

1983). Because of this small imbalance, carbon accumulates for centuries or millennia leading 47 

to a strong carbon sink. In a context of climate change, environmental conditions are 48 

presumed to favor peat decomposition threatening peatland carbon storage (Dorrepaal et al., 49 

2009). It is therefore crucial to estimate the future potential feedback of SOC on global 50 

warming by the evaluation of temperature sensitivity of the various pools of SOC (i.e. labile 51 



 

and recalcitrant) (Davidson and Janssens, 2006).  Thus, experimentally techniques of SOM 52 

characterization are required to discriminate the different pools of OM. Saenger et al. (2013) 53 

pointed out the potential use of Rock-Eval (RE) pyrolysis as a routine method to investigate 54 

SOM vulnerability and its bulk chemistry. However, few studies dealt with the 55 

biogeochemical signification of the parameters derived from RE pyrolysis (Carrie et al., 56 

2012). 57 

RE pyrolysis was initially designed to estimate the petroleum potential of sedimentary rocks 58 

(Espitalié et al., 1985a, b; Lafargue et al., 1998; Sykes and Snowdon, 2002). This technique 59 

effectively provides information on the quality and quantity of OM of rocks and sediments 60 

from the thermal and pyrolytic release of volatile organic compounds, and carbon dioxide 61 

(CO2) and carbon monoxide (CO) released during temperature-programmed pyrolysis and a 62 

subsequent temperature-programmed oxidation phase. The measurements are used to 63 

calculate parameters such as Total Organic Carbon (TOC), the Hydrogen Index (HI) and the 64 

Oxygen Index (OI). The two latter parameters are used as proxies for H/C and O/C atomic 65 

ratios to assess the OM type and to track the evolution of OM diagenesis in pseudo-Van 66 

Krevelen diagrams (Feller et al., 2010).  67 

More recently, RE pyrolysis was extended to the analysis of soils and sediments OM (Di-68 

Giovanni et al., 1998; Disnar et al., 2003). These indices were used to reconstruct paleo-69 

environments through the evolution of OM quality and quantity in sedimentary archives 70 

(Tamburini et al., 2003; Miras et al., 2004; Holtvoeth et al., 2005;  Zaccone et al., 2011). New 71 

parameters essentially based on the pyrolyzate yields (S2 curve) recently emerged. For 72 

example, the R400 parameter is calculated as the ratio between the amounts of pyrolyzate 73 

compounds generated under 400 °C compared to total pyrolyzate yield (Disnar et al., 2003). 74 

The R330 parameter was defined similarly to selectively take into account the OM 75 

components that decompose first (Delarue et al., 2011). The rationale for these two indices is 76 



 

that the compounds emitted under 400°C are biopolymers (polysaccharides, lignin…) and 77 

those pyrolysed before 330°C are the most thermo-labile ones (<330°C). Parameters such as 78 

R400 and R330 arbitrarily divide the S2 signal into following well defined temperature limits 79 

but without precisely taking into account the shape of the S2 emission curve that as for long 80 

been proven to be multi-lobed for thermally immature OM (Disnar and Trichet, 1984). The 81 

various S2 curve lobes correspond to the successive cracking of several organic moieties, 82 

each producing a pseudo-Gaussian pyrolysate curve that reflects a rather homogeneous 83 

thermal stability. Consistently, mathematical deconvolution was performed on S2 signals to 84 

produce a set of individual Gaussian curves interpreted as representative of pyrolytic fractions 85 

related to the successive cracking of organic compounds of coherent thermal stability such as 86 

fresh plant constituents, soil litter, humic-like substances and refractory OM (Hetenyi et al., 87 

2005). Previous work used RE pyrolysis to describe the various OM pools and their fate 88 

through meta-analyses of soil horizon (Disnar et al., 2003; Sebag et al., 2006). In these works, 89 

the first components of the S2 signal was attributed to biochemical components and the latter 90 

to humic substances without attempting a more detailed attribution. Recently, Carrie et al. 91 

(2012) used pure biochemical compounds and biological standards to understand RE analysis 92 

parameters in order to test the biogeochemical signification of RE-derived parameters. 93 

Although this is a notable step in the understanding of the biogeochemical significance of RE 94 

parameters, this work did not take into account physico-chemical links between the wide 95 

range of OM pools that may change depending on biological sources of OM and on the 96 

impact of stabilization processes. 97 

The aim of the present paper was to test the pertinence of RE pyrolysis indices. This 98 

was performed comparing the OM characterization by RE pyrolysis and by Fourier Transform 99 

Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy of recent peat sequences taken from two contrasted moisture 100 

sites, only separated by few meters, in the “Le Forbonnet” peatland. 101 



 

 102 

2. Material and methods 103 

 104 

2.1. Study site and sampling 105 

 106 

The Forbonnet peatland (46°49’35”N; 6°10’20”E, altitude 836 m a.s.l.) is an undisturbed 107 

ombrotrophic Sphagnum-dominated mire situated in eastern France, in the French Jura 108 

mountains (Jassey et al., 2011). Cold winters (on average -1.4°C) and mild summers (on 109 

average 14.6°C) characterize the site. The annual mean temperature measured at the site was 110 

6.5°C and the annual mean precipitation was 1200 mm. 111 

Two adjacent sites were selected in the peatland: the first site is an open bog, named “bog”, 112 

characterized by mixed vegetation (Eriophorum vaginatum, Sphagnum fallax, S. 113 

magellanicum, and Vaccinium oxycoccus). The second site is a transitional poor fen, named 114 

“fen”, characterized by smaller abundancies of E. vaginatum, the absence of S. magellanicum 115 

and Vaccinium oxycoccus, and a greater abundance of S. fallax and S. Rubellum when 116 

compared to the bog. The two sites also were distinguished by their microtopographic 117 

features. The bog site consisted in hummocks whereas the fen site was dominated by hollows 118 

and lawns. Accordingly, water level was lower in the bog site than in the fen site (see Delarue 119 

et al., 2011 for further details).  120 

In each site, three peat cores of fifty centimetres long and thirteen centimetres in diameter 121 

were extracted in June 2008. Three samples were collected in the upper oxic part (acrotelm; at 122 

2.5-5, 5-7.5 and 7.5-10 cm depth), three in the zone of fluctuation of the water level 123 

(mesotelm; at 12.5-15, 20-22.5 and 25-27.5 cm depth) and three in the anoxic part (catotelm, 124 

at 30-32.5, 40-42.5 and 47.5-50 cm depth). Samples were dried, crushed and then stored at 125 

4°C before analysis. 126 



 

 127 

2.2. Rock-Eval pyrolysis 128 

 129 

Analyses were carried out with a RE6 pyrolyzer ‘‘Turbo’’ model (Vinci Technologies) on ca. 130 

30 mg of powdered dry peat. The basic operating principles of this apparatus were presented 131 

in Lafargue et al. (1998). The samples first undergo a programmed pyrolysis (under N2) from 132 

200 to 650°C at a rate of 30°C min-1, then the residue is oxidized under air in a second oven. 133 

The amounts of volatile compounds released at the start of the analysis and during the 134 

pyrolysis phase [S1 and S2, respectively; in mg hydrocarbons (HC) g-1] are quantified by a 135 

flame ionisation detector; the CO and the CO2 released during the pyrolysis and oxidation 136 

phases (S3CO/S3CO2 and S4CO/S4CO2, respectively) are quantified by online infrared 137 

detectors. The Rock–Eval parameters used for this study are the following ones: (i) Total 138 

Organic Carbon (TOC, wt%) that accounts for the quantity of organic carbon present in the 139 

sample and is calculated by addition of the weighed amounts of all the effluents of pyrolysis 140 

and oxidation; (ii) the Hydrogen Index (HI, in mg HC g-1 of TOC) that is the amount of 141 

hydrocarbon products released during pyrolysis (S2), normalized to TOC; (iii) the Oxygen 142 

Index (OI RE6, in mg O2 g
-1 of TOC) is similarly calculated from the amounts of CO2 and CO 143 

released during pyrolysis (S3CO2 and S3CO), normalized to TOC. In this work, OI RE6 was 144 

simply named OI. 145 

The R400 (Disnar et al., 2003) and R330 (Delarue et al., 2011) parameters represent the parts 146 

of the S2 signal respectively produced below 400 and 330°C (Fig. 1). S2 curves were also 147 

decomposed into elementary Gaussian components with peakfit software to infer OM pools 148 

(Fig. 1). The software automatically iterates (temperature position, shape, area) four Gaussian 149 

components initially randomly positioned (named F1, F2, F3 and F4 and corresponding to the 150 



 

successive cracking OM pools) until a good correlation with the initial S2 pyrolysis curve (R2 151 

>0.99) is obtained.  152 

 153 

2.3. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy 154 

 155 

Spectral characterization of peat samples was performed by diamond attenuated total 156 

reflectance FTIR spectroscopy using a Nicolet Magna-IR 760 FTIR spectrometer fitted with a 157 

potassium bromide beam splitter and a deuterium triglycine sulphate detector. The dried and 158 

powdered peat was placed directly on a diamond crystal. Spectra were acquired by 128 scans 159 

at a 2 cm-1 resolution over the range 4000-750 cm-1. Corrections were made for each spectra 160 

taking into account differences in depth penetration of IR beam (Omnic software 7.2, Thermo 161 

Electron). Differences in the amplitude and baseline between samples were corrected by 162 

subtraction of the minimum absorption of the sample to the whole spectra followed by a 163 

multiplication, also applied on the whole spectra, to obtain a spectral maximal absorbance 164 

value of 1 for each peat sample. Relative intensities of each IR absorption bands then were 165 

calculated following Solomon et al. (2005) method to compare with RE pyrolysis parameters.  166 

The interpretation of IR absorption bands is summarized in Figure 2. All absorption bands 167 

between 1238 and 1654 cm-1 varied as 1513 and 1611 cm-1 absorption bands. We therefore 168 

focussed only on these latter. 169 

 170 

2.4. Statistics 171 

 172 

In order to compare previously described RE parameters and the relative intensities of each IR 173 

absorption band, a correlation matrix was performed (n=27 for both bog and fen sites; level of 174 

significance, p <0.05).  175 



 

Selection of the most relevant data to be processed in a multivariate analysis were done on the 176 

basis of the correlation matrix to avoid any redundancy and to improve the understanding of 177 

the biochemical signification of the RE variables. Principal component analysis (PCA) was 178 

therefore applied to the whole set of selected variables. Two factors (PCA1 and PCA2) with 179 

eigenvalues superior to 1 were retained. All statistics were performed with Statistica 98 180 

software®. 181 

 182 

3. Results and Discussion 183 

 184 

3. 1. Biogeochemical signification of the TOC, OI and HI parameters 185 

 186 

The FTIR spectra of our peat samples exhibited all the peaks already described for peats from 187 

other areas (e.g. Artz et al., 2008). No evidence of any mineral signals was observed in any 188 

sample. Owing to this, any change in the FTIR spectra and RE-derived parameters could only 189 

be attributed to biochemical changes that occurred in the course of peatification, without any 190 

interaction with minerals inducing other possible carbon stabilization paths (von Lützow et 191 

al., 2007). Consequently, the studied peat samples constituted a case study to infer RE-192 

derived parameter biochemical significance(s) by a simple and direct comparison with FTIR 193 

spectra. Additionally, as it was previously demonstrated (Delarue et al., 2011), for this 194 

peatland, early decomposition of OM was mainly controlled by aerobic conditions ruled by 195 

water level changes. These led to higher OM decomposition in the bog site than in the fen 196 

one. Therefore, the comparison of RE-derived and FTIR parameters between the two sites 197 

should provide new insights on the impact of early OM decomposition processes and on their 198 

significance. 199 



 

PCA analysis showed that the first and second components explained 51.70 and 22.56 200 

% of the variability for the bog site and 64.52 and 15.42 % for the fen site (Fig. 3). The PCA 201 

biplots well discriminated samples from the acrotelm and those from the catotelm (Fig. 3). 202 

Therefore, the PCA1 axis reflected the impact of OM degradation occurring at depth, through 203 

early diagenetic processes. As an example, for both sites, the first axis was mainly dictated by 204 

TOC, which is known to be accumulated with depth in the peat record (Delarue et al., 2011; 205 

Fig. 4). As a consequence, the correlation of any other variable with TOC also indicated its 206 

increase with depth. On the other hand, anti-correlation with TOC can be assigned to a 207 

decrease of the considered parameter in the course of early diagenesis (Table 1; Fig. 4). 208 

Whatever the core, there were strong correlations between TOC and the 1513, 1611, 2850 and 209 

2918 cm-1 IR absorption bands indicating the presence of carbon-rich moieties, namely 210 

aromatic and lipidic components (Table 1; Fig. 2). These relations revealed an accumulation 211 

or formation of such carbon-rich organic compounds during diagenesis while most of the 212 

functional groups (C-O and O-H mainly) were removed (Cocozza et al., 2003). The bryophyte 213 

genus Sphagnum does not synthesize lignin and is strongly enriched in polyphenols such as 214 

trans-sphagnum acid (Rasmussen et al., 1995; van Breemen, 1995). Owing to the 215 

predominance of Sphagnum species, most of the aromatic functional groups could here be 216 

attributed to polyphenols. The relative C enrichment was also explained by the loss of other 217 

components such as the easily degradable polysaccharides due to aerobic decomposition 218 

occurring in the first centimetres of the peat, as underlined by the anticorrelation between 219 

hemicellulosic/cellulosic compounds markers (IR absorption band at 1050 cm-1, R400) and 220 

TOC (Fig.4). In peatland, polysaccharides can represent up to 50% of the carbon from the 221 

native OM biomass (Laggoun-Défarge et al., 2008). In IR spectroscopy, polysaccharides 222 

contribute to several strong absorption bands, especially those culminating at 1050 cm-1 (υC-223 

O) and at 3345 cm-1 (υOH: Fig. 2), the former being more specific than the second one to 224 



 

which water and other organic groupings (e.g., OH of alcohols, NH of amines and amides) 225 

contribute. At both sites, the main polysaccharide IR absorption band at ca. 1050 cm-1 was 226 

strongly correlated to the OI parameter (Table 1; Fig. 4). This is fully consistent with the 227 

richness of these compounds in O, especially when compared to aromatic and lipid moieties. 228 

Consequently, OI could be considered as a suitable parameter to follow polysaccharides 229 

decomposition in peat.  230 

At the bog site HI was solely anti-correlated to the IR absorption band at 1710 cm-1, assigned 231 

to υC=O vibration of carboxylic groups (Table 1; Fig. 4). In contrast, at the fen site, HI was 232 

correlated with most of the analysed IR absorption bands except for those at 3345 and 1611 233 

cm-1 (Table 1; Fig. 4). Only the anti-correlation of HI with the IR absorption bands at 1710 234 

cm-1 was common at both sites. These results did not indicate the same pattern than the one 235 

described by Zaccone et al. (2011) and Saenger et al. (2013) for peat and mineral soil, where 236 

lower HI values were mainly related to the highest degree of aromaticity of SOM. 237 

Additionally, the same authors indicated that a high HI implies a strong contribution of 238 

hydrogen rich compounds such as lipids. In our work on peat, lipidic and aromatic 239 

compounds were strongly and significantly correlated (Fig. 5).  Consequently, the results of 240 

the present work did not allow us to rule out any impact of aromatic or lipidic compounds on 241 

HI but merely underlined that HI could be used as an index for decarboxylation processes in 242 

the course of peatification. In a previous study, Artz et al. (2008) demonstrated that in low pH 243 

environments such as peatlands, the increase in carboxylic contents is imputable to the release 244 

of free carboxylic acid groups in the course of peat decomposition. Conversely, Zaccone et al. 245 

(2008) reported a depth wise decrease of carboxylic acids together with a decrease of 246 

carbohydrate contents that they interpreted as a result of a progressive decarboxylation 247 

favoured by an important aerobic microbial activity (Sinsabaugh, 2010). Such patterns were 248 

not observed in the bog site where HI seemed independent of the IR absorption bands relative 249 



 

to polysaccharides, aromatic moieties and lipids (Table 1; Fig. 4).  For this site, the 250 

anticorrelation of HI and the IR absorption band at 1710 cm1 cannot be explained 251 

straightforwardly. In contrast, in the fen site, the content of carboxylic acid varied 252 

simultaneously with polysaccharides, both these parameters decreasing with depth (Fig. 4). 253 

Such a trend highlighted decarboxylation during peat early diagenesis, as already described 254 

by Zaccone et al. (2008). If various studies had already underlined that OI and HI appeared as 255 

good indicators of the degree of SOM evolution (Disnar et al., 2003; Hetényi et al., 2006; 256 

Klavins et al., 2008; Lee, 2011), the present work provides evidences that (i) OI might be a 257 

suited parameter to infer carbohydrates in peat OM and (ii) that HI could at least roughly be 258 

used as an indicator of Sphagnum peat decarboxylation. Furthermore, the various links 259 

between HI and aromatic moieties and/or lipids did not allow ruling out a potential effect of 260 

aromatic and lipid on HI values. Then, to obtain more information about HI significance, we 261 

examined the shape of the multi-lobed S2 curve from which HI values are calculated (HI = 262 

S2/TOC×100, in mg hydrocarbons.g-1 TOC). 263 

 264 

3. 2. S2-derived parameters did not give additional information about peat OM 265 

chemistry. 266 

 267 

S2 curves obtained by pyrolysis of recent OM appear as multi-lobed signals corresponding to 268 

the successive cracking of several organic moieties. New parameters based on its shape and/or 269 

its integration, recently emerged as a complement of the previously discussed classical 270 

indicators. Parameters such as R400 and R330 arbitrarily divide the S2 curve into two distinct 271 

ranges of temperatures whereas mathematical deconvolution was performed to produce a set 272 

of individual Gaussian curves (F1, F2, F3 and F4) representative of the successive cracking of 273 

increasingly recalcitrant organic moieties (see Analytical section). In the present study and for 274 



 

both sites, R400 and R330 appeared strongly correlated to the IR absorption bands at 1050 275 

cm-1 mainly imputable to polysaccharides (Table 1; Fig. 4). This is consistent with Gogo et al 276 

(2011) who showed a correlation between R400 and hemicellulosic content of peat. In our 277 

study on peat samples, as well as being previously demonstrated (Sebag et al., 2006; Tambach 278 

et al., 2009), most of the S2 signal could be explained by 4 components. Further interpretation 279 

of the so-called pyrolytic families corresponding to the four S2 signal components is based on 280 

the assumption that there is a direct link between OM temperature(s) of decomposition and its 281 

overall degree of diagenetic evolution (Disnar and Trichet, 1984). Accordingly, the 282 

components that cracked early during programmed pyrolysis can be considered as well 283 

preserved thermo-labile compounds whereas those that are decomposed later must be 284 

considered as more degraded/transformed and thermo-recalcitrant. Accordingly, when 285 

considering the S2 deconvolution results, the F1 and F2 components, respectively cracking at 286 

around 310°C and 350-360°C, can be considered as sub-parts of the R400 parameter (Fig. 1). 287 

Because the R400 parameter was correlated to the IR band centred around 1050 cm-1, one 288 

could also expect the sum F1+F2 to correlate with this band attributed to polysaccharides. 289 

However, this is only partly the case. The F1 component is effectively correlated to the 290 

polysaccharide IR absorption band both at the bog and fen site (Table 1; Fig. 4), that is 291 

consistent with previous works (Disnar et al., 2003; Carrie et al., 2012). This suggests that the 292 

F1 family is predominantly composed of carbohydrates. In contrast, at both the bog and fen 293 

sites, the F2 component was not correlated to signals attributed to polysaccharides but with 294 

polyphenols and lipid IR absorption bands (Table 1; Fig.  4). Disnar et al (2003) showed that 295 

a part of the lignin cracks before 400°C. This suggests that the F2 family may be composed of 296 

a mix of polymers dominated by polyphenol compounds, explaining (i) the lack of correlation 297 

between F2 and the polysaccharides IR band and (ii) the correlation with aromatic moieties IR 298 



 

band. These results are in good agreement with previous works on standard compounds 299 

(Carrie et al., 2012) 300 

In mineral soil profiles the relative intensity increase with depth of the third component (F3) 301 

had been generally attributed to increasing proportions with depth of the so-called “humic 302 

substances” (Disnar et al., 2003; Hetenyi et al., 2006; Sebag et al., 2006). In the present work, 303 

the intensity of the F3 signal of samples from the bog site appeared well correlated to the 304 

intensity of the IR absorption band at 1710 cm-1 (Table 1; Fig. 4). In the fen site, no 305 

correlation was found between F3 and any of the IR absorption bands. F4, the last component 306 

of the S2 curve appears between 450 and 550°C in our experimental conditions. In the bog 307 

site F4 is significantly correlated with the IR absorption band at 1611 cm-1 attributable to 308 

aromatic carbon (Table 1; Fig. 4). Additionally, in the fen site, F4 appears either correlated or 309 

anti-correlated with all identified IR absorption bands except the IR absorption bands at 1611 310 

cm-1 (Table 1; Fig. 4). Accordingly, F1, F2, F3 and F4 did not give further insights on the 311 

biogeochemical properties of peat since their significance (i) was redundant with classical RE 312 

parameters or (ii) did not give univocal biogeochemical assignment. 313 

These results emphasised the current limitations of RE pyrolysis to investigate the chemical 314 

composition of peat by the way of S2 pyrolysis curve analysis. Practically, this also entails 315 

some contradictory results between RE parameters. For example, F2 and F3 components 316 

appeared correlated in the bog site whereas that was not the case in the fen site, thus 317 

indicating two distinct biogeochemical significations (Fig. 4). These drawbacks might 318 

originate, partially, from the already assumed distinctive interactions between plant precursors 319 

and downward decomposition dynamics at the bog and fen sites (Delarue et al., 2011). 320 

Moreover, Carrie et al. (2012) using RE pyrolysis to investigate biochemical composition of 321 

several standards indicated that proteins, lipids, lignins/polyphenols and carbohydrates all 322 

cracked within a small range of temperatures. Thus, depending on the distribution of these 323 



 

organic compounds in ‘natural’ SOM and their relative changes in the course of diagenesis 324 

processes, the significance of the S2-derived parameters may vary considerably.  325 

In our study, the lack of mineral phases avoided any interactions with OM in contrast to study 326 

on mineral soils. Indeed, it was demonstrated that matrix mineralogy strongly influenced the 327 

OI and HI, the latter being calculated from the pyrolysis S2 curve (Katz et al., 1983). 328 

Furthermore, secondary reactions upon RE pyrolysis RE have been scantly investigated, 329 

although these reactions are well-known to affect carbohydrates or lignin in most pyrolytic 330 

techniques (Saiz-Jimenez, 1994; Murwanashyaka et al., 2001; Templier et al., 2005). In fact, 331 

Sanei et al. (2005) demonstrated that the rate of heating and the sample residence time were 332 

not sufficient to allow the thermal decomposition of the pyrolysis secondary compounds. 333 

Thus, F3 and F4 likely contain higher contents of secondary reactions (or artifacts) than F1 334 

and F2, which may distort the significance of compounds “normally” attributed to these 335 

fractions. As a part of the S2 pyrolysis curve, F3 and F4 were therefore likely to affect the HI 336 

significance explaining, at least partially, differences between the bog and fen sites. 337 

Therefore, our work suggested that an effort must be done to quantify the impact of secondary 338 

reactions upon RE pyrolysis parameters. Taken together, these conclusions underlined the 339 

need to better constrain RE pyrolysis application to SOC by (i) the study of the impact of 340 

interaction between OM composition and mineral phases on RE-derived parameters or by (ii) 341 

systematically combining RE routine use with another tool such as FTIR. 342 

 343 

4. Conclusions 344 

 345 

The (bio-)chemical significance of RE pyrolysis derived parameters was investigated by FTIR 346 

spectroscopy in order to evaluate the potential of this technique as an indicator of the 347 

composition of  peat OM. This was performed on peat cores from two contrasting 348 



 

environmental situations distinguished by their moisture conditions. According to statistical 349 

analysis of the RE and IR data the classical parameters OI and HI could be taken as indicators 350 

of the polysaccharide content and of decarboxylation processes, respectively. S2 signal 351 

deconvolution into Gaussian-like curves is satisfactorily achieved with only four components 352 

for the studied peat samples, as it has already been proven to be adequate for mineral soils. 353 

However, it also appeared clearly that parameters derived from the S2 pyrolysis curve 354 

(namely R400, R330, F1 to F4 components obtained by S2 deconvolution) did not give clear 355 

and useful complementary information on the peat composition and on compositional 356 

changes. The main reason is that different (bio-) chemical components might contribute to a 357 

single component of the S2 signal thus making difficult or even impossible any biochemical 358 

interpretation of this pyrolysis signal. Moreover, the impact of pyrolysis secondary reactions 359 

is not fully known and is a s major draw-backs on the use of the pyrolysis curve S2.  360 

Here, we underlined some of the strong limitations of RE analytical pyrolysis for the 361 

characterization of the biochemistry of peat OM. Finally, this emphasizes the need to combine 362 

this technique with other tools, such as FTIR, to avoid any major misinterpretation. Such 363 

conclusions can also, by extension, be applied to mineral soils where biochemical 364 

composition of OM depends (i) on a wider range of organic compounds and (ii) on various 365 

stabilization mechanisms which may interact to change RE-derived parameters significance. 366 
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Figure captions 500 

 501 

Figure 1: Examples of S2 curves produced by RE pyrolysis and mathematical treatments 502 

proposed for their interpretation: (A) R400 and R330 integration areas (respectively AR400 503 

and AR330) (B) S2 mathematical deconvolution into four components.  504 

 505 

Figure 2: (A) FTIR spectrum of a peat sample (B) and assignment of the main absorption 506 

bands (from Cocozza et al., 2003 and Artz et al., 2008) 507 

 508 

Figure 3: Principal component analysis biplots (axes 1 and 2 namely PCA1 and PCA2). 509 

Samples are indicated as follows: triangles for acrotelm, circle for mesotelm and squares for 510 

catotelm in the bog (A) and the fen (B) sites.  511 

 512 

Figure 4: Bi-plots of principal components analysis (PCA1 and PCA2) of peat 513 

characterization by RE pyrolysis and FTIR spectroscopy in the bog (A) and (B) the fen sites.  514 

 515 

Figure 5: Correlation between the normalized intensities of the 2918 cm-1 (Antisymmetric 516 

CH2; lipids) and 1611 cm-1 (C=C stretching; aromatic compounds) FTIR absorption bands. 517 
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Table 

 

Table 1: Correlation matrix of the studied variables. All significant values (P <0.05) are 

indicated by a correlation coefficient in bold characters (n = 27 for each site). 

 

  
Rock-Eval parameters 

A : Bog site 
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) 3345 

 
-0,54 0,63 0,2 0,73 0,54 0,48 -0,41 -0,23 -0,22 

2918 
 

0,71 -0,74 -0,12 -0,75 -0,72 -0,49 0,26 0,35 0,33 

2850 
 

0,77 -0,71 -0,13 -0,68 -0,67 -0,47 0,33 0,24 0,36 

1721 
 

-0,13 0,2 -0,29 -0,34 -0,07 -0,55 0,43 0,43 -0,16 

1710 
 

0,28 -0,16 -0,53 -0,64 -0,25 -0,82 0,61 0,64 -0,15 

1611 
 

0,79 -0,79 -0,06 -0,89 -0,85 -0,55 0,4 0,27 0,41 

1513 
 

0,82 -0,77 -0,33 -0,82 -0,59 -0,62 0,46 0,36 0,25 
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-0,85 0,8 0,27 0,88 0,75 0,64 -0,48 -0,35 -0,35 

           

            
B: Fen site 
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